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ABSTRACT

Banding plays an extremely important role in the management of the

mourning dove, the most important single migratory game bird species
in North America in terms of hunter harvest. Although nearly 100,000
mourning doves are being banded annually, there is considerable oppor-
tunity for improving quality, magnitude, and distribution of the banding
effort. This report consolidates information on techniques by which
doves can be captured, especially during preseason and postseason banding
periods. Methods include nestling capture, bait trapping, nest trapping,
mist netting, cannon and rocket projection netting, and oral anesthetics.
Construction plans are for the most commonly used types of bait and
nest traps, including the Kniffin collapsible trap, probably the most
useful bait trap design for much of the United States. Conditions under
which the various capture techniques may be used are discussed. Sex

and age criteria are reviewed and the new banding codes of the Bird
Handing Laboratory are explained as they relate to mourning doves. A
selected bibliography includes references to capture methods, banding,
and sex and age determination. Although written to apply to continental
mourning dove banding, much of the information should be applicable to

the capture and banding of other columbids.
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INTRODUCTION

The mourning dove ( Zenaidura macroura ) is the most important single
game bird species, migratory or resident, in North America, from the

standpoint of annual hunter harvest. About 41.9 million mourning doves

were harvested in 1965 in the United States alone (U.S. Bureau of Sport

Fisheries and Wildlife, 1967). Twenty-five years ago (1942), the esti-

mated harvest was only about 11 million. With the increasing popularity
of the species, the need for purposeful banding of doves becomes urgent.

Millions of waterfowl have been banded but the total number of doves

marked is approximately half a million. Only now is the number banded
annually approaching 100,000. Dove researchers and managers must place

great reliance on banding information, because they lack direct popula-
tion census methods and nationwide hunter kill and parts-collection
surveys available to waterfowl biologists for more than a decade.

Banding is a major data-generating tool for mourning doves as for

other resident and migrant birds. The specific purposes for which dove

banding and reporting data may be used are beyond the scope of this

paper and may be found elsewhere. It is our aim to describe capture

and banding techniques and procedures useful or necessary in banding

programs having major research and management significance. The two

segments of the continental dove banding program involve the banding

of flying doves during the preseason (June through August) and post-

season (January through March 15) periods. In addition, some attention

is given specialized types of banding, such as banding nestlings and

nesting adults.

The use of the capture techniques described here will not necessarily
result in a successful trapping operation. Dove behavior varies greatly

from locale to locale, and methods useful in one area may be useless

in another. This phenomenon demonstrates gaps in our understanding of

local variation in dove behavior. Each year sees the progressive devel-

opment and refinement of capture techniques, and it is our hope that

contributions on improvements and new methods will be submitted to the

Migratory Bird Populations Station, Laurel, Maryland. While the tech-

niques described relate to mourning dove trapping, they should be

applicable to many other columbids.

METHODS OF CAPTURE

Nestlings

An early phase of the continental mourning dove investigation involved
the banding of nestlings to determine the origin of populations harvested
during the hunting season, and the distribution of doves from a given
production area. Banding nestlings is successful because the young are



altricial until about 12 to 14 days of age, when they fledge and leave
the nest.

In the early phases of the nestling banding program in the 1950 's,

investigators fastened No. 3A bands to doves as young as 3 days of age
with "Dalzof lex, " an elastic adhesive tape of English manufacture
(Kossack, 1952). A piece of tape 1/2 inch wide, wide enough to overlap
the band, was used. The lower part of the tape was fastened to the
band, while the upper end was adhered to the tarsus and feathers on
the lower part of the tibiotarsus (Hanson and Kossack, 1963). Studies
indicated a significant relation between the use of such tape and loss
by predation; therefore, the recommendation was made that nestlings
should not be banded until at least 6 days of age, when the legs had
developed sufficiently to retain without taping bands (Kaczynski and
Kiel, 1963).

Kossack (1955) developed a pole-mounted mirror device for deter-
mining whether nestlings in relatively inaccessible nests were suffi-
ciently developed to band. A small swivel-mounted circular mirror was
best. If the doves were of banding age, usually 6 to 11 days old, the

investigator could climb the tree or reach the nest from a ladder.

After banding, the young were carefully replaced in the nest. Nestlings
11 or more days old may flush wildly as the bander approaches the nest,

often flying a short distance into heavy cover and becoming lost. Experi-
ence in visually aging nestlings and noting behavior as the nest is

approached should indicate whether the young are too advanced to risk
safe capture. Ideally, the bander should have several dozen nests
under observation. Each should be numbered or otherwise identified,
and records maintained by the investigator so that specific nests can
be visited when nestlings are of proper size for banding. Evergreens
seem to be preferred nesting sites, especially early in the season.

At present banding nestlings is discouraged except for special
studies.

Bait Trapping

More mourning doves have been captured by bait traps than by any
other method or combination of methods. The technique has a number of
advantages. Under optimum conditions, it is probably the cheapest method
of dove capture. Also, it can be undertaken as a one-man project, whereas
other methods normally require two or more men. The first effort to

classify dove trapping techniques was that based on experience in the

Southeast (Keeler and Winston, 1951).

The following narration and illustrations describe various types
of traps used successfully for mourning dove capture. While traps
of older design can still be relied upon, they are usually bulkier



and less efficient than the newer traps because of new trap materials,
especially galvanized weld-wire, and better knowledge of dove behavior
at the trap site.

1. Thompson Dove Trap

This two-cell trap relies on hinged end doors swinging
shut when doves within the baited cell engage a tripping wire
or monofilament thread (fig. 1). The number of doves captured
in each cell is dependent upon the number entering the cell
before contact with the tripping or trigger wire springs the
door; since doors for each cell function independently, doves
captured in one cell will often decoy other birds into the

open cell. The original traps were constructed of 1-inch
poultry netting, but the design shown in figure 1 has been
modified for use of 1- by 2-inch weld-wire.

2. Potter Dove Trap

This design is similar to that of the Thompson trap
except that, in closing, the end doors drop vertically
rather than swing in an arc, and the tripping mechanism is

a pedal attached by a bent wire to the trap door (fig. 2).
The pedal must be adjusted so that it will trip with the
approximate weight of a dove. Since the trap contains two
capture compartments, doves held in one compartment will
decoy birds into the second compartment.

3. Modified Stoddard Collapsible Swing-wire Trap

This, the first of two swing-wire traps to be described,
requires doves to enter a baited area within the trap through
vertical wires, hinged at the top, that swing inwardly only
(fig. 3). The wires must be spaced close enough together
so that doves cannot escape by pushing wires aside. In this
respect, it would seem wise to locate the trap so that the

bander approaches from the entrance side; he can then securely
block the entrance with a board, small bag of sand or a

rock or brick, before moving to the door side to place the
capture box in position. The top and sides of the trap are
constructed of 1- by 2-inch weld-wire, held together at the
corners by iron rods. The sides are hinged to the top along
their upper edges by hog rings or wire. Swing-wire traps
often will not function properly on uneven or unstable soils
because debris may hold some of the wires open.

4. Philadelphia Swing-wire Trap

The basic design shown in figure 4 is intended for the
capture of large numbers of domestic pigeons (Columba livia )

.
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Figure 3. Stoddard collapsible trap with swing-wire entrance
(after John Stair, Arizona Game and Fish Department)



Heavy wire
frame

Lengthwise
view

1? gauge galvinized
wire

Inside view

Arrangement of individual
swing-wires

Figure k . Swing-wire trap (modified from "Design of Pigeon Trap*
by the Dept. of Public Health, Philadelphia, Pa. ).



Three sides of the trap, which can be built in any desired
size, contain relatively long spans of paired swing wires.
Removal of pigeons or doves is accomplished by herding the

birds into a capture box placed in line with the cage opening.

5. Modified Low Shorebird Trap

This, the first of several funnel traps to be described,
was developed originally for the capture of shorebirds, but
it can be adapted to capture doves (fig. 5). To construct
the modified Low shorebird trap, stand three side pieces of
heavy (14-gauge) hardware cloth, each 1 by 10 feet, side by
side on their long edges. Weld-wire fencing material with
1- by 2-inch mesh can be substituted for hardware cloth.
Fasten two pieces together with wire lacings or rings for
half the distance from the top down. Curve sides back around
and fasten the third side in the same manner. Shape the

sides as shown in figure 5. No framework is needed if heavy
hardware cloth is used for the sides. The funnel entrances
should be at least 15 inches apart. The width of the funnel
at ground level should be 3 inches. The roof is made from
a piece of hardware cloth 4 by 7 feet, and may be made from
the same material as sides by attaching two pieces measuring
2 by 7 feet together with metal rings every 6 inches or by
stitching with wire. On a permanent trap the shape is held
by wiring sides to the roof or by attaching with wire rings,
clips, or hog rings. On portable traps, tie a 1- by 1-inch
stick across the top to hold trap together in desired shape.

Cut a door in trap at opposite end from gathering cage
similar to the door on top the gathering cage; this should
be done so birds can escape when trap is prebaited. The
deflector is formed from a 1- by 2-foot piece of hardware
cloth.

For the gathering cage, cut two pieces of hardware
cloth, 2 by 3 feet, for top and bottom of cage. Cut an

11-foot length longitudinally into two strips, each 1 foot

wide and 11 feet long. One of these strips is used to make
the funnel and all sides of one gathering cage. Bend the

material at right angles at the following distances to form
the four corners of the cage: 1 1/2 feet, 3 feet, 2 feet,

3 feet, and 1 1/2 feet. The two 1 1/2-foot segments should
then be bent in the form of the funnel shown in the diagram.
Fasten sides and funnel to top and bottom by means of wire
lacings or rings every 6 inches.

In order to save labor and materials, it is suggested
that a single transportable gathering cage be constructed
and used for each banding operation. The funnel of the
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gathering cage should be shaped so that it can be easily
slipped over the protruding corner or outlet of the trap.

The end of the trap is temporarily closed with wire wrapping
when the trap is in operation; this is quickly removed and

the gathering cage slipped over the outlet when doves are
to be removed. Captured birds are then herded into the

gathering cage from which they can be extracted. For removal
of birds from the gathering cage, cut an 8- by 8-inch opening
in the roof. Hinge the trap door to the cage top with metal
rings. A simple hook holds the door closed when the trap is in

operation.

One 100- by 2-foot roll of 14-gauge hardware cloth can
be made into two traps and one gathering cage with some

material left over.

6. Florida Funnel Quail Trap

Older traps developed primarily for other species of

game birds were soon found adaptable for dove capture. An
illustration of such a trap is the one designed chiefly
for quail in Florida (figures 6 and 7) . Many thousand
doves have been taken for banding in this or traps of related
design. This design incorporates collapsibility, a feature
desired in many banding situations.

7. Basic Rigid Funnel Trap

The basic rigid funnel dove trap is constructed of
1- by 2-inch mesh, 14-gauge weld-wire from rolls measuring
36 inches in width (fig. 8). Such rolls come in 100- foot

lengths, and 18 standard traps may be constructed from

each. During the summer of 1967, rolls were selling for

$24.15 to $32.50 in the Laurel, Maryland, area, making the

wire cost from $1.35 to $1.80 per trap. The trap is

fastened by hog rings or, preferably, metal clips!/. The

total cost of trap materials, exclusive of manpower, is

slightly less than $2.

1/ Manufactured by the Hen's Nest Manufacturing Company, Box 186, Vista,

California 92803. These clips measure 5/16 inch by 1/4 inch, and

sell for about $.40/pound. A pound contains approximately 450

clips or enough for the construction of about 25 Kniffin traps.

Clips of this type are stronger and provide better hinges than hog
rings if used for collapsible traps. Special clip closing pliers

may be procured from the same company for about $3. References to

commercial products and suppliers does not constitute federal endorse-

ment.
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Perspective View of Trap

Top of trap covered with 1* square
mesh fish netting (not shown in this
figure)

Door through which doves are driven
from trap into carrying box

Frame of 1* x 1* cypress

Sides of $* mesh hardware
cloth loosely stapled
to lower inside corner
of frame

Funnel of $* mesh
hardware cloth, detach-
able to allow sides to
fold flat against top
of trap

Corners secured with
wire or cord when trap
is in operation

30*

b a |
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Made of ^* mesh hardware cloth

Detailed View of Detached Funnel

Notes

Wood and metal parts are dipped

in walnut brown wood creosote stain

or similar preparation

Netting is treated with "Eagle
Net Dip*

Unfinished edges of hardware cloth
should be folded over $* to prevent
fraying

Corner of Trap Showing Construction

Details

Figure 7. Collapsible funnel type quail trap, showing funnel

and corner details.
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The following list of materials will be need for each
trap

:

1. Top - one piece of weld-wire 24 by 36 inches.

2. Front and back - two pieces of weld-wire 10 by 36 inches,

3. Sides - two pieces of weld-wire 10 by 24 inches.

4. Funnels - two pieces of weld-wire 6 by 12 inches
(these pieces may be obtained from scrap left over
from cutting out the 10- by 24- inch sides).

5. Top door - one piece of weld-wire 7 by 8 inches.

6. Approximately 30 clips or hog rings.

After the trap parts have been cut out, they should be

assembled utilizing clips or hog rings to connect the various
parts as shown in the accompanying diagram. If desired, traps
and sides can be constructed by bending from one piece 44 by
36 inches, necessitating only the cutting of the 10- by 24- inch
end pieces. Another alternative is to make the front, back,
and two sides from one piece measuring 10 by 120 inches (10
feet) , bending the strip at right angles to form corners and

securing the ends together to form the fourth corner. A
second piece of wire forms the top. Either method produces
a very rigid trap. Funnels should be bent according to the

diagram and fastened into the 5- by 5-inch openings cut in the

sides of the trap. The funnels should be made so that 2-inch
prongs extend into the trap and can be bent inward to con-
strict the funnel at the interior end to a width of approxi-
mately 1 3/4 to 2 1/2 inches. The top door may be hinged to

open either upwards or downwards; however, the former method
allows the bander more ease for gently but firmly grasping
captured birds. The door may be secured in the closed position
by wire or by a heavy-duty rubber band with a partially opened
paper clip used as a locking hook.

8. Pinkham Modified Funnel Trap

This trap was designed to be collapsible for easier trans-
portation and more efficient storage (fig. 9). Two or three
dozen traps, laid flat, with funnels nestled together, may
be carried in an automobile trunk. Also, the hinged feature
of the side walls allows a somewhat better opportunity to

prebait than the rigid trap.

14



Perspective View
of Trap

Hinged door
for removal
of doves

Sides hingea
to top with
clips or small

hog rings

Top and sides
constructed of
1" by 7* weld-
wire

15» corner pin hold sides
together; similar pins 9"

long hold funnels in place

The trap measures
36 inches in length by
?h inches in width by
10 inches in height

Protruding ends
bent into loops for

retainer pin

Funnel Detail

Figure 9. Pinkham modified funnel trap, construction details.
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The Pinkham trap has the same overall dimensions as the

basic funnel trap; however, the wire extensions on the ends
and funnel entrances cause some waste of wire, reducing by
one or two the number of traps that can be constructed from

a roll of wire. Four 15-inch corner pins and four 9-inch
funnel entrance pins must be made for each trap. These
should be cut from stiff wire 1/8 inch in diameter, with the

lower end sharpened on a grindstone to permit easier penetra-

tion into the soil.

The following list of materials will be needed for each

trap

:

1. Top - one piece of weld-wire 24 by 36 inches; cut

door opening 7 by 10 inches in center of top piece.

2. Front and back - two pieces of weld-wire, 10 by 36

inches. Cut one 4- by 5-inch opening on each piece

for attaching funnel.

3. Sides - two pieces of weld-wire, 26 1/2 by 10 inches.

4. Funnels - two pieces of weld-wire, 7 by 12 inches;

cut as per diagram, round loops formed on ends of

four 1 1/4-inch projections to receive pins for

attachment to sides.

5. Door - one piece of weld-wire, 7 by 10 inches.

6. Clips or rings - approximately 30 per trap.

7. Pins, corner, 15 inches long and 1/8 inch in diam-

eter, steel or brass. Point ground on bottom end

and loop formed on top end. Four pins for each trap.

8. Pins, funnel 9 inches long and 1/8 inch in diameter,

steel or brass. Point ground on bottom end and loop

formed on top end. Four pins for each trap.

9. Hook for door - form hook from wire; attach to heavy
rubber band and door for closure.

After the trap parts have been cut out, they should be

assembled with clips or hog rings and pins as indicated in

diagrams.

16



9. Kniffin Modified Funnel Trap

Several major modifications distinguish this outstanding
trap from its predecessors. The length has been reduced to

2 feet, making it square in shape; the height reduced from

10 inches to 8 inches; the funnel entrances shifted closer to

the centers of the sides; the length of two of the sides made

1 inch shorter than the top dimension; and twist-turn wire

(used for garden or bakery purposes) substituted for the some-

what cumbersome loops and pins of the Pinkham trap. Also, the

side panels are made so that the rectangular weld-wire cells

are in a vertical rather than horizontal position. This

modification reportedly reduces injuries to trapped birds, as

does the reduced trap size.

Because of certain obvious advantages possessed by the

Kniffin trap, it will be described in greater detail than the

other types. Construction details are shown in figures 10 through

17.

The following comments are extracted from Knif fin's unpublished report

of dove banding operations at Seymour, Indiana:

"I have settled on a trap which is essentially square.

The top measures 24 inches square, but two of the

sidewalls are only 23 inches long. This accomplishes

a truly foldable trap. Properly constructed, the

sides swing up onto the top without interference.

The 23-inch sides are first folded onto the top, then

the 24-inch sides are folded onto the top. This

is made easy by the 1/2-inch clearance at the corners.

When fastened with a couple twist-turn wires, the

collapsed trap is a convenient, flat parcel.

"For construction of traps this size, a supply of

welded-wire fencing of 24-inch width should be

obtained!./ • Ordinarily, it is necessary to order

this material well in advance of need.

"Because I suspect it helps reduce trap injuries,

I suggest constructing sidewalls with the 1-inch-

spaced wires so they will be vertical in the

1/ Northwestern Steel and Wire Company, Sterling, Illinois, manufactures

2- by 1-inch, galvanized before welding, 14-gauge fencing in 24-inch

width. Listed as style number 252 4-2, 100 lineal feet of this fenc-

ing weighs 64 pounds.

17
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8* x 24* sides

two for each
trap
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Material for gate lid on

top of trap
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entrance funnels Wire supply
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System of hanging ?M» and 9J* sides from edges of trap top, using

Hen's Nest Mfg. Co. clips or No. 1 pig rings. Sides are hung with

inch-spaced (vertical) wires on inside of trap.

I

Opposing sides, not illustrated, are same size and similarly hung,

but have no apertures gated for attachment of funnels.

Figure 13. Kniffin modified funnel trap, construction details
assembly of top and side panels.
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Cross wires and make one twist,

as above, for use as latch on

gate lid for trap top.

Gate lid (open)

attached
to top
of trap.
Twist-turn
wire
tied
to top
of trap,
secures
crossed
wire latch
of lid
when closed.

Entrance funnels. Form funnel

with line wires (inch-spaced) on

inside of throat.

X

Note that wire fabric of lid

runs counter to fabric of top.

Both pieces are positioned with line

wires (inch-spaced) uppermost.

Twist-turn wires
used to fasten
corner of trap
(left),

and to

attach entrance
throat funnels

(right)

"\

ttj
Figure \k. Kniffin modified funnel trap, construction details

* assembly with twist-turn wire.
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Figure 16. Detail of funnel construction, showing gauge block for

calibrating size of funnel entrance.

Figure 17. Perspective view of assembled Kniffin dove trap, and

pattern of bait placement.

24



assembled trap. This is most easily accomplished

by using weld-wire of 2- by 1-inch fabric, rather

than 1- by 2-inch fabric. The difference is quite

important. The wires running the length of the roll

of fencing are known as 'line' wires. Wires running

across the roll of fencing are 'stay' wires. For

efficient use of material and in the interest of

minimizing the work involved with wire cutting, the

2- by 1-inch fencing should be specified. This

fabric has line wires 1 inch apart and stay wires

2 inches apart. Following the construction plans

attached, 15 complete traps can be constructed from

one roll of 100-foot length, with almost no waste

and at a very modest cost. My cost for wire runs

about 75 cents per trap.

"Sidewalls of this trap are 8 inches high, rather

than 10. These proved adequate and further help

reduce trap size. Sidewalls should be hung so the

vertical wires are on the inside of the trap. Birds

struggling to escape press against the sidewalls

and try to fly. If the horizontal wires are inside,

the effect is abrasive, much as scrubbing action on

an old-fashioned washboard. It seems there would

be less injury to leading edges of wings (where

most occurs) with the fabric of the wire positioned

so the inch-spaced wires are vertical and inside.

If construction plans included are carefully followed,

fewer injuries will result.

"When cutting the aperture (gate) where throats will

attach, the bottom wire of the sidewall fabric should

not be cut. If left intact, the bottom edge of the

sidewall will be firm and straight. This facilitates

handling when folded, and there is nothing to be

gained by cutting out the bottom wire.

"Tunnel (throats) should be formed with the inch-

spaced wires on the inside of the throat. They tie

to the sidewall better when these laterally running

wires are inside and the 2-inch spaced cross wires

on the outside.

"The top piece of the trap should be positioned with

1-inch-spaced wires on top, 2-inch-spaced wires

on the inside. This facilitates attachment of the

gate lid with Hen's Nest Manufacturing Company

clips at each back corner. The lid itself is also

positioned with inch-spaced wires uppermost, but

with its fabric running counter to the fabric of the

top of the trap.

25



"A length of twist-turn wire is permanently tied to
the top of the trap, (a simple knot is sufficient)
to the intersecting wires where the gate lid 'latch'
lies when the gate is closed. The lid is conveniently
secured by bringing the twist-turn wires over the
latch and making a couple twists. This positive
fastening is quickly untwisted for removing doves.

"As previously mentioned, one twist-turn wire is

used at each corner to tie the sides of the trap
together when setting it up for use. The sides
which are only 23 inches long create a gap of 1/2

inch at the top corners. This creates no problem
where corners are tied below; they are easily pulled
together with the twist-turn wire. A trap fashioned
as described, using Hen's Nest clips and twist-turn
wire, can be lifted by grasping it with one hand
at any point and it will hold its firm, solid shape.

"In the interest of further reducing trap injuries,
I looked into the possibility of obtaining plastic-
coated wire, but found none in the needed mesh size.

A firm that coats dish racks and such with Plastisol
quoted an estimate of about $2.50 per trap to coat
the component parts before assembly. Though such
traps would have long life, the cost is about twice
as much as the trap cost and might be considered
prohibitive.

"Construction plans are intended to provide step-by-
step details and should be followed exactly."

U.S. Game Management Agent Walter E. Price, Atlanta, Georgia,
unaware of the Kniffin design trap, developed a similar 2- by
2-foot collapsible bait trap. It varied from the Kniffin trap
in being only 6 inches in height and having but one funnel
entrance. Paper clips rather than twist-wire were used to hold
the trap door shut, and to fasten the sides together. As many
as 18 doves have been taken at one time in a single Price-
type bait trap, so it does not appear that the single entrance
restricts capture potential.

An almost endless variety of funnel traps may be devised, includin
those of circular, heart or kidney shape, or figure-eight design. It
is not known, however, if these shapes have any marked advantages over
square or rectangular traps. Generally, such types are non-collapsible
and more difficult to construct.

26



10. Waters Drop Trap

U.S. Game Management Agent John R. Waters developed this
unique dove trap while stationed in Minot, North Dakota. The
prototype consisted of a 10- foot-square box suspended over
bait by guy wires from a central pole (fig. 18). The dimen-
sions can be altered to fit the local situation, a larger trap
probably being more effective than the prototype.

The box consists of two identical frames constructed of
1/4-inch steel rods welded in the form of squares. The corners
of the frames are fitted with rings which slide vertically
on four 24-inch corner rods, 1/2 inch in diameter, which are
driven into the ground to serve as guides for each corner as

the box is raised or dropped. The bottom frame is supported
from the top frame by a 10-inch-high piece of 1-inch mesh
netting; the same material is used to cover the top of the
box. Stops welded to the four corner posts limit the ver-
tical movement of the trap and retain the upper frame when
the trap is dropped. When properly set, the bottom of the

box is about 10 inches above the ground and suspended by
corner guy wires secured to a ring which moves vertically
along a 2-inch-diameter pole. The pole is fitted at the top
with a pulley through which a tripping cord or wire moves.
The bander releases the wire or cord from a blind or a

distant location when a sufficient number of doves have fed
under the trap. The catch box, constructed of weld-wire, is

anchored to the ground by metal rods but part of the net mesh
forming the connection with the trap box moves upwards when
the trap is set. Waters found that doves were reluctant to
enter the baited area unless the box was raised about 10
inches above the ground. Often, all the doves located beneath
the trap were captured when the box dropped to the ground.

This trap deserves additional testing in areas where
large numbers of doves can be attracted to bait. No doubt
several improvements could be developed for the basic design
presented. One might be fixing the upper frame in a permanent
position with only the lower frame dropping upon release
with the side panel mesh. This modification would enable
reducing the overall height of the trap by about 10 inches.

11. Swank Dove Nest Trap

Special studies sometimes require that incubating doves
be taken at the nest. The Swank trap was designed for this
purpose. Details for construction of the nest trap are shown
in figure 19; the following instructions on fabrication and
use of the trap are summarized from two papers (Swank, 1949,
1952).
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Body of trap
1* x 2* mesh galvinized

weld-wire

V— 7" >fL 7* ^ 7*-

12*
o

21*-

Door detail

Metal flattened and
soldered to wire

Galvinized mesh soldered
to edges of wire door to

facilitate sliding

2*
In

Door
channel

4
required

I
16*

1

-i-

Side of trap

Soldered here
Bend channel to this shape
Door

1
7*»

ili

Release mechanism detail
I* 12* *

Wire loop detail
.->

1 77-

Bend

Wire loops
soldered to

top of trap

#1? wire

5 required

Flexible steel cable (fishing leader)
adjusted, then 1'oldered here

Door channel
brace
2 required

Release pin of 4&
wire

2 required

List of Materials

Weld-wire, 1* x 2* mesh,
piece 24* x 30*

Galvinized metal, 20* x 36*

Cable (fine, flexible), 12*

2 required
Net (H* mesh), 36* x 36*

Release cord, 50*

Safety pins, size 1-1*, 24
Wire, #12, 36*

Wire, #8, 24*

Solder

Assembled trap

Figure 19. Swank dove nest trap (from Swank, 1949 and 1952).
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The body of the trap, constructed of 1- by 2-inch gal-

vanized weld-wire, is formed from a piece of wire measuring
12 by 21 inches. This is shaped into a flat-topped inverted

"U" having three sides. Doors of each end, made of the same

material, slide vertically in galvanized tin U-shaped channels

soldered to the trap. The release mechanism is composed of

five wire loops soldered to the top of the trap, with wire
release pins placed so as to slide through the two outer loops.

The release pins are connected by fine flexible wire through

the center loop to a release cord which extends to the ground.

The release wires must be adjusted and secured so that each

pin simultaneously releases its door upon pull of the cord by

the investigator when his target bird is in location. The

release cord should be of sufficient length that the trapper

can spring the trap from a concealed location. The body of

the trap is placed over the nest and oriented so that the

parents can enter by their usual routes. Occasionally it may

be necessary to stabilize the trap by wiring it to adjacent

tree branches if securing the bottom net fails to situate

the trap. If it is necessary to fasten the trap in a tilted

position, rubber bands can be used to speed the movement of

the released trap doors. A 24- by 36-inch piece of small mesh

netting forms the floor of the trap. This netting should blend

with the vegetation and is tightly secured by safety pins around

limbs and twigs so that the entire cage and net become escape-

proof once the doors are sprung.

Best results in capturing brooding birds are obtained

when the squabs are from 4 to 8 days old. Younger birds may

be injured as the parent frantically tries to escape, while

older birds may flush wildly and are not brooded as much as

younger nestlings. Trapping was more effective from 8:30 a.m.

to noon and from 3 p.m. until 5:30 p.m. Trapping should not

be attempted during cool, inclement weather. Swank reported

that 94 birds were successfully captured in 106 attempts.

While the trap could easily be made automatic, this would

appear to offer little advantage as the trapper should be

readily available to remove the struggling captive.

12. Stewart Dove Nest Trap

This trap, even though automatic, has less flexibility

in use. A rectangular board, approximately 6 inches wide and

12 inches long, is fitted with poultry wire or 1- by 2-inch

weld-wire to form a cage which, viewed from the end, has a

square or rectangular shape (Stewart, 1954). The ends are

left open. This platform is then secured in a tree with the

hopes that a dove will construct a nest in it, lay eggs, and

eventually produce young. When the young are of proper age,

one end of the cage is closed with a mesh and the opposite
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end fitted with a pivoted wire mesh door that closes auto-

matically when the dove releases a treadle upon entering the

trap. The disadvantage of this design is that success is

dependent upon the dove selecting the artificial platform,

or trap base, as the site for a nest. Also, the investigator

must be nearby in order to quickly remove the captured dove

and thus prevent possible injury to it or the nestlings.

Trapping Sites

1. Desirable Features

Open or sparsely vegetated areas are most desirable for

bait trapping operations. While doves will feed in stubble

or even higher vegetation, plant growth obscures bait, restricts

dove movement on the ground, and reduces the decoy effect of

doves around the trap site. The most likely trapping loca-

tions are places where doves naturally congregate for food or

water. Sometimes, with limited habitat manipulation and baiting,

doves may be attracted into previously unused areas. In many

instances, it may be better to create an artificial trap site

rather than travel an excessive distance to a natural one.

Sometimes a productive site may be created by disking under

vegetative growth and distributing bait. Local considerations

and experience will dictate which method of site selection is

best.

Since the chief expenses involved in dove trapping relate

to salaries and travel, it is usually desirable to confine

efforts to a single trapping area in which a number of traps

can be placed and serviced in a minimum amount of time. For

efficiency, at least 25 traps, but up to 40 or 50 or even more,

should be located within easy and rapid walking distance. In

Maryland, Geis operated 35 traps placed in two strips kept

open by occasional disking. These strips are about 100 yards

long and 8 yards wide. In Minnesota, Reeves operated 30 traps

within a 5-acre plot, and in South Dakota, U.S. Game Management

Agent Howard T. Lovrien's 40 odd traps were situated in a

similar acreage. Many more traps can be used even more effi-

ciently where unusually large numbers of doves concentrate.

Another approach is to distribute traps in a line, along a

little-used road or trail, or in an open field. Distances may

require a vehicle for travel from trap to trap. The bander

should seek out situations where his time and expense will

meet his banding objectives most effectively and efficiently .

It is usually not wise to economize on trap costs, as these

are relatively small items compared to other expenses.
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In addition to "openness" and food or water, successful
areas often have a number of other features such as roosting
trees, or telephone or power lines - all attractive perching
sites. Dead or defoliated trees and brush are particularly
attractive. Sandy, gravelly, or otherwise sterile soils seem
characteristic of better trapping areas. Often, good nesting
habitat is found nearby, but this is not a prerequisite, as

doves apparently range several miles daily for food and water.
Trapping areas should be reasonably free of human disturbance,
although movement of motor vehicles or trains do not seem to

be troublesome; in fact, at some sites, they may be beneficial
in rallying birds.

At this point, it may be worthwhile to describe several

sites that have been notably productive for a number of years.

Aberdeen , South Dakota : The site, about 2 miles west

of town, features a large grain elevator complex,

a railroad track, with telephone lines, and, on the

opposite side of the tracks from the elevators, a

fallow field where the traps are placed. Doves using

the area nest in Aberdeen and in scattered farm
shelterbelts. The initial attraction of the area

is the waste grain resulting from loading and un-

loading activities. Despite the great amount of

spilled wheat and barley around the elevators, doves

here have a strong preference for white proso millet
used in baiting and trapping activities. Doves
perched on the telephone wires and on the railroad
grade decoy other doves to the area. Over 10,000
doves have been trapped here during the last 4 years.

In 1967, Lovrien and his associates banded over

2,500 birds, taking all in traps placed in the

narrow two-acre strip illustrated in figure 20.

Savage , Minnesota : This promising site was found

near the close of the 1966 preseason banding period.

Over 100 doves were banded on August 29 of that

year, with over 1,300 taken the following summer

by Larry Thomforde and Reeves with relatively
little effort. The location is adjacent to the

town and immediately north of a heavily traveled
highway paralleled by three railroad tracks and

numerous utility lines. Excellent nesting habitat
extends several miles east and west along the

wooded Minnesota River bluffs. The primary
attraction, though, is the large quantity of corn,

soy beans, and small grain spilled from railroad

grain cars bound for nearby Port Cargill. The

trapping area itself consists of a gravelly,
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Figure 20. Aerial view of mourning dove banding site near Aberdeen, S. D.

,

used by U.S. Game Management Agent Howard T. Lovrien. Over

10,000 doves have been banded in this vicinity since 1963.

The outlined area shows where 2,500 birds were banded between

June 20 and August 10, 1967. Large numbers of doves nest in

nearby Aberdeen or farm shelterbelts . Dove attractors in the

area include waste grain around the elevator and along the

railroad tracks and highway shoulders. Telephone poles along

the railroad track provide perching sites. A creek between

the area shown and town provides water for doves.
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bulldozed farmstead of about 5 acres (figures 21 and
22). A small stream and many perching trees further
enhance the area; also, the dumping of unsalable bulk
fertilizer and salt from Port Cargill greatly improves
the area. One problem is disturbance from town people,
especially youths.

Springfield , Illinois : An abandoned army camp pro-
vides the banding site used several years by U.S.
Game Management Agent Joseph C. Hopkins. Nearby
nesting cover, abandoned concrete slabs, oiled and
gravel roads, natural food, and absence of human
disturbance are important factors in making this

an important concentration area.

Winters , California : Approximately 4,000 doves have
been banded at this site since 1964 by U.S. Game
Management Agent Thomas J. Harper. This trapping
station is located along a lightly traveled road
about 4 miles northwest of Winters, California.
Since there are few idle lands in the area, it is

necessary to utilize that portion of the country
right-of-way which is not paved. From 40 to 60

traps are used, and these are placed in groups of

three to five. The site extends for about a mile,

and a car is used to travel between clusters of
traps. A large nesting population is found in the

immediate area. The surrounding foothills, dotted
with numerous oak trees, are a favorite area for

nesting doves. A small reservoir and water in

irrigation ditches add to the attractiveness of

the area. Dryland barley fields and an occasional
saf flower field provide good sources of food,

however, the chief attraction is an abundant
growth of wild mullein (Verbascum spp.) along
the undisturbed roadway. Barbed wire fences and

isolated oaks provide ample roosting and loafing

perches throughout the trapping area. From
5,000 - 10,000 doves can be found in the vicinity
during the peak of migration in late August.

Seymour , Indiana : Over 8,000 doves have been
banded at this site since 1960 by John M. Allen,
Indiana Department of Conservation, and Kniffin.
An abandoned airstrip at Freeman Field is the

focal point of a late summer staging area once

estimated by Allen to contain 25,000 to 30,000
doves. Adjacent grain and fallow fields augment

the trees, shrubs, weeds, unused roads, and
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Figure 21. General view of Savage, Minnesota, banding
site showing waste grain along railroad track,
trapping area, perching trees, and in the far
background, dove production habitat along the
Minnesota River.
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Figure ?2. Doves in trap, lower left, and perching
trees, Savage, Minnesota.
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concrete building slabs found near the airstrip itself.
Traps were placed on the slabs and on the runway.

Clarksville , Maryland : Geis has taken over 3,000
doves in traps placed on narrow strips of land kept
clear by occasional disking. The trap site is on
a slight knoll in the Piedmont region of Maryland
and is an example of using an artificially-created
mourning dove concentration near the bander's home
rather than depending upon a natural one. The two
parallel strips, each about 100 by 8 yards, are

located 20 yards apart. Between the strips, a

wildlife food patch or wheat is planted which enables
the bander to empty traps in one of the strips without
unduly disturbing the doves captured in nearby traps.

The actual trap sites are salted down, creating a

relatively hard surface, while vegetation in the

remainder of the strip is controlled by occasional
disking. It is remarkable how many doves are

attracted to this small acreage, especially since

dove densities in the vicinity do not appear very
high. Other banders probably would find it more
advantageous to create an attractive site near
home than spend valuable time traveling to distant
dove concentrations.

Tucson , Arizona : Large-scale dove trapping has been
conducted in the Tucson area for many years by
Dr. Lytle Blankenship and University of Arizona
wildlife students. With only sporadic trapping
effort on his Rincon Creek study area, Blankenship
banded over 2,000 mourning and white-winged doves

(Zenaida asiatica ) since 1961, using four or five
3- by 3-foot wire bait traps placed within a site
20 yards in diameter. Doves trapped here are

primarily locally produced birds attracted to the
old field, in which the trap site is located, by
nearby water, weed seeds, and shelter from summer
heat afforded by huisache (Acacia farnesiana ) and

palo verde ( Cercidium sp.). Students trapping at

the University Farm on the edge of Tucson have
banded nearly 8,000 doves since 1961. Most have
been immature birds attracted by food and water from
several miles' distance. Nearly 3,000 of the doves
were caught in two traps set in a cleared area

about 12 feet in diameter. Most of the remainder
was taken in traps set along a 30-foot dike or

scattered along an adjacent roadside.
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Trapping when the ground is snow-covered can sometimes
be extraordinarily successful if the trap site is swept bare.

U.S. Game Management Agent John Wendler captured 250 doves in

southern Oregon in 2 days during a late spring snow, using a

dozen traps.

In other areas, successful operations have also been con-
ducted at sand and gravel quarries, livestock feeding yards

(after removal of stock) , abandoned sections of highways or

railroads, vacant farmsteads, construction sites where vegeta-
tion has been mechanically removed, schoolyards, coastal beaches,
and even suburban driveways.

2. Trap Placement

Experience will best dictate how traps should be scattered
about a particular locale being used by doves. Normally, they

may be distributed throughout the area having greatest use at

about 5- to 10-yard intervals. Traps usually should not be
placed closer than 3 or 4 yards to high vegetation. It is

preferable that all vegetation within this radius of the trap

be removed manually, mechanically, or chemically. Exceptions
do occur, as Kniffin reports that some of his traps located
within 2 feet of waist-high weeds caught as many doves as

traps more distant from vegetation. Salting in the spring
and summer is an excellent and inexpensive means of keeping
areas clear of vegetation. When possible, traps should be

arranged so that they may be quickly checked with the least

disturbance to doves present in the area. This is important,
since doves tend to decoy other doves. Traps placed beneath
or near dead trees or other favored perches are usually quite
productive.

The trap site proper should be gently sloping or level,
located so that run-off water will not form. It should be

smoothed off so that the bottom edges of the trap will fit

snugly against the soil, making dove escape impossible. The
soil should be firm and dry. Normally, traps need not be

anchored to the ground, except in the case of Pinkham traps.

Heavily grazed pastures and feedlots are often excellent
trapping sites if devoid of livestock. Countless traps have
been trampled or molested by livestock, often seriously dis-
rupting trapping efforts.

Some banders have grouped traps in mazes so that the trap
walls serve as guides or leads to doves seeking access to bait
within traps. Sometimes a half-dozen traps so arranged are
quite effective, but this is not universally true. Refuge
Manager Donald E. Lewis found intricate clusters of seven
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traps each much more productive than single traps at Ruby Lake

National Wildlife Refuge, Nevada. Kniffin found that traps

arranged in pairs (fig. 23) were as efficient as single traps,

and could be serviced quicker.

An alternate method is to use short lengths of weld-

wire as leads or baffles. These should be about 6 inches

high and cut so that prongs can be pushed into the soil to

hold the mesh erect. Doves will not follow long leads, so

it is doubtful whether the leads should be more than 2 or

3 feet. Leads placed near funnel entrances may also dis-

courage doves from backing out of funnels. Various arrange-
ments and designs may be tested to determine the effectiveness
of each. Leads bent into "V" or "L" shapes warrant testing.
Figure 23 shows some of those tried by Kniffin.

It is important that the funnel entrance constriction
be as small as possible to allow dove access but to prevent
escape. The proper opening width is about 1 3/4 to 2 inches,
but, again, experience must be relied upon.

3. Baiting

Even if doves are using an area, it is useful to bait
potential trap sites with the grain to be used in trapping.
How much prebaiting is necessary can be best determined by
experience and trial and error. Once it is certain that
doves are feeding upon the bait well, traps may be placed.
For another day or so, it may be desirable to leave the

trap door open or, if a collapsible type trap is used, a

side open.

The best type of bait to use creates debate whenever
dove banders assemble. It seems obvious that a bait pre-

ferred by doves in one region may be rejected by them
elsewhere. For example, proso, a white millet, is much
preferred to wheat in South Dakota, while this does not seem

to be true in Maryland. Furthermore, in South Dakota and

Minnesota, proso millet is preferred to brown or Japanese
millet. Proven baits include millets, wheat, barley,
buckwheat, rye, corn (whole or cracked), sorghum (milo) , and

hegari. In subhumid regions, frequent rainfall and high
temperatures may cause bait grain to sprout. Mixing salt
with the bait will alleviate the problem. Keeler and Winston
(1951) advised rebaiting with dry grain following each rain,

inasmuch as doves are reluctant to feed upon wet bait.

While some grains are acceptable to doves, they may be
nearly as attractive, or more so, to species such as cow-
birds (Molothrus ater ) , common grackles (Quiscalus quiscula )

,
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of leads.
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and various other species of blackbirds, house sparrows (Passer
domesticus ) , and feral pigeons. Sometimes the bander must
shift to another feed less preferred by the undesired species.
For example, Geis does not use cracked corn because it attracts
grackles , millet because of cowbirds, and milo because it is
especially attractive to feral pigeons.

Once the traps have been closed and trapping begins, there
is little need to place more than token amounts of grain out-
side the trap. Some banders place none there. Approximately
1/2 to 1 cup of grain should be placed in each trap, with most
located opposite the funnel entrances but far enough distant
so that the dove must enter the trap. Otherwise, the dove
will feed upon the bait without moving past the protruding
wires of the funnel. Funnels may be very lightly baited.
The movements of captured doves tend to scatter grain outside
the trap. Some banders carry small brooms with which scattered
grain is swept back into the trap.

4. Tending Traps

In most areas, doves feed chiefly in the early morning
or evening, but in some localities they feed throughout the

daylight hours. Traps should be visited frequently enough
to insure that injuries or predation does not occur, or
that escape does not become a problem. Depending upon dove
behavior, weather, and disturbance factors, traps may have
to be checked every 1 1/2 to 2 hours; in other areas, and

under suitable weather conditions, they may be left unattended
up to 4 hours. Postseason trapping during cold, snowy weather
may require 1/2-hour-frequency checks because traps often
fill rapidly and doves seek escape sooner than they do in

the summer. Generally, traps should be checked more frequently
on hot, sunny days than on cool, cloudy days. If rain seems
imminent, it is wise to open the doors and delay trapping
until weather improves. Where doves tend to feed only in the

early morning and evening, the bander may make his traps
operative only for these hours, leaving them open the

remaining time. Sometimes trapping hours may be selective
for sex or age class, or both. For example, midday trapping
is usually selective for adult females; however, Kniffin
caught few doves of any group in Indiana at midday.

Depending upon the bander's objectives, he may wish to

discontinue trapping when the number of repeats becomes
high. Also, he may wish to close the traps temporarily in

order to distribute his efforts through the summer, for

better sampling all age classes. In any event, the traps

can be removed or left open, but token baiting continued
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if it is questionable whether the doves will remain in the

trapping locale. Sometimes flocks will shift to new locations

if feed is exhausted, and several days of intensive baiting

may be necessary to rebuild use of the trap site. Token

baiting of established dove-use areas seems easier than shifting

to a new area having unproven qualities. When properly main-

tained, a trapping site may be used for three or four 7- to 10-

day periods during the summer and token baited during the

intervals. In Maryland, trapping efficiency is greatly improved

by operating traps during half-day periods with several "rest"

days preceding each trapping period. The value of trapping

intermittently is recorded in notes made by U.S. Game Manage-

ment Agent Harold M. Steele, who trapped on the Carolina

Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge in South Carolina in 1966

and 1967 (fig. 24). Steele's records clearly demonstrate the

necessity of periodically discontinuing trapping operations,

at least on his banding area. In Indiana, in contrast, trapping

success steadily increased during a 3- to 4-week intensive

banding period.

5. Handling Birds

As in all trapping, doves should be handled humanely and

released as quickly as possible. Doves require special care

since they "defeather" much easier than most game birds. The

bander's grip should be light but firm, with the hand placed

across the back of the dove to hold the wings against its

body.

It is usually expedient to collect all the birds from

traps and then examine and band them where the bander is

comfortable and can give proper attention to his duties.

This is usually easier on the doves also.

Kniffin and Ivins made holding bags measuring 2 feet by

4 feet (when flat) from smooth, knotless nylon netting having

1/4-inch meshi' . The bottom of this bag was inserted into a

burlap bag (not a tight-mesh, grass seed or millet bag) and

secured by four safety pins spaced at 90-degree intervals

around the top of the burlap bag. The burlap bag furnished

support, and the birds struggled less in the darkened bag.

The top of the mesh bag was held open by a 5- inch embroidery

1/ Procurable from the Nichols Net and Twine Co., Route 3, Bend Road,

East St. Louis, 111.
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hoop which facilitated insertion and removal of birds through
the rigid opening. The loop is given a quick twist to close

the opening. The hoop can drape over the bander's arm while
he applies a band or records data. Care must be taken not

to place too many doves in a sack. Kniffin kept up to 30 in

a bag for 20 minutes, but it is doubtful that this number

should be exceeded; it is far better to use another sack or

two as doves suffocate easily, especially at high temperatures.

After banding, the birds should be allowed to fly away volun-

tarily without being tossed into the air.

6. Other Hints

In some instances, dove decoys!/ have been useful in

attracting doves to bait. These were placed in trees or

fences where they were easily seen by passing doves. Decoys

placed in traps did not attract other doves, although the

frequent catches of two, three, four, or more doves in some

traps (and perhaps more in adjacent traps) strongly indicate

that a decoying effect exists. Brailed mourning doves or

other columbids similar to the mourning dove may serve as

very effective decoys. Some banders leave a banded bird in

the trap for a decoy; however, this is not a generally

recommended procedure. The placement of mirrors inside the

trap opposite the funnel may be worth testing to see whether

doves will decoy themselves as do ruffed grouse (Bonasa

umbel lus )

.

Sometimes pigeon feeding areas are also used heavily by

doves. Observing pigeon flights may lead the bander to a

dove concentration area. It is also possible that pigeons

tend to decoy doves, since their feeding habits are often

similar.

Predation may sometimes become a serious problem by

causing direct mortality or forcing doves to shift to new

feeding areas. Obviously, removal of the predator is the

best solution. Ground squirrels (Citellus spp.) and other
small rodents may habitually deplete the bait in traps, and

inadvertently harass doves from the site. Providing a

special allotment of grain scattered near the rodent's burrow,

or removal trapping, will easily remedy the problem. Hawks
interfering with operations should be live-trapped, transported
20 to 25 miles, and released.

1/ Procurable from Herter's Inc., Waseca, Minn.
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California banders who were often plagued by the capture
of small non-target birds alleviated their problem by pro-
viding exits through which problem birds, but not doves, could
escape. This is done by squeezing together pairs of vertical
wires along the bottom row of weld-wire trap sides.

Trapping areas may be improved by the placement of defo-
liated tree limbs near traps for perching, as was done by
U.S. Game Management Agent Wesley C. Newcomb in Iowa. Shallow
depressions were scraped out by shovel in South Dakota by
U.S. Game Management Agent Bonar D. Law and lined with a water-
proof plastic sheeting. These depressions were filled with
water transported to the area. Doves found these useful for

watering, and trapping success in the vicinity improved
markedly. In the South, traps placed on pieces of roofing
tarpaper were acceptable to doves.

Bureau banders in the Southeast found that weld-wire
could be quickly cut with hand power saws fitted with metal-
cutting aluminum oxide blades. In addition to saving much
time, the sawn ends were much smoother than ends produced
by wire-cutting pliers. If a power saw is to be used, the

operator should unroll the wire on a large smooth surface
to serve as a cutting base, and don eye goggles to prevent
possible injury from flying bits of metal. Occasionally,
banders can purchase rolls of reject or "seconds" wire from
manufacturers at considerable savings. The flaws encountered
are often nothing more than one or two broken strands of
wire.

In the future, greater emphasis should be placed on
purposeful development of perennial trapping sites, especially
on national wildlife refuges and state management areas
where land is under public control, agricultural equipment
is usually available, human disturbance can be controlled,
and personnel are usually available for conducting trapping
operations. Also, bait grains can usually be produced
locally.

Proper posting of the trapping area with official posters
(Form 3-1155) will usually discourage undue human interference.
These are available from the Bird Banding Laboratory.

Cannon and Tlocket Projected Netting

Any of the usual cannon projection equipment, used in con-
junction with small mesh nets, can be effective for capturing doves.

(See Selected References - Cannon and Rocket Netting.) The advent
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of the rocket represents the latest design for net projection gear!/.
One major advantage of the rocket over the cannon is that it does not
require preparation of a firing site to absorb recoil, inasmuch as

there is no recoil. Consequently, rockets may be fired from unstable
soils such as sand, gravel, or mud, where doves often congregate.

The net projection method may be used wherever doves gather in

large numbers in small areas, such as at choice feeding areas or near

water. In the latter instance, the net and cannons or rockets should

be placed so that the net and projectiles fall short of the water's
edge. Bait or habitat manipulation may be used to concentrate the

birds.

Techniques in dove netting are similar to those used for waterfowl

netting except that the angle of firing may be depressed slightly as

the threat of decapitation is not so great, and because the dove is

fast in takeoff, there is need for the net to fall as quickly as

possible. Shots should be made during near calm or downwind. Cannon

or rocket netting adjacent to water in semi-arid areas of the West

frequently results in catches of 50 to 60 doves per net.

In the West, grain, either wheat or barley, is frequently stored

in bulk on the ground preparatory to livestock or poultry feeding oper-

ations. Large numbers of doves are often attracted to these sites.

Bureau banders in the Imperial Valley of California were sometimes able

to capture 150 to 200 doves per firing, using 1 1/4 inch stretch-size

mesh nets projected over feeding doves by Dill-type cannons. These

nets measured 25 feet in width by 40 feet in length.

Lightweight, small-mesh nylon nets are best since they project

faster and exert less weight on the captured dove. Net abrasion
during projection may "defeather" birds considerably, but in warm
weather this evidently is not serious. With such nets, it is partic-

ularly important that the capture area be as free of twigs, weeds,

and other entanglements as possible.

Mist Nets

Because of potential avian mortality associated with the misuse

of mist nets, the Bureau's Bird Banding Laboratory requires that

banders secure special authorization if they plan to use these nets.

A number of states require a similar authorization. J_t cannot be

emphasized too strongly that mist nets must be used with special

1/ Central Technology, Inc., Herrin, 111. As of July 1967, rockets

were available for $35 each, with charges of $1.50 each.
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precaution in order to prevent undue mortality to both target and non-
target species .

Circumstances Where Effective

The use of mist nets complements bait trapping very nicely
since mist nets can be remarkably effective in capturing doves
at times when they cannot be attracted to bait. Frequently,
situations arise where a natural food supply becomes readily
.available, reducing the effectiveness of bait traps. Under
these circumstances, if a natural concentration of doves can
be located, they can be readily captured using mist nets.
Because of their gregarious nature, doves sometimes concen-
trate by the thousands in feeding fields. In August under
Maryland conditions, mist nets are often more effective than

bait traps, since doves are concentrated where natural food
is available. Mist nets may be remarkably successful in

situations where doves fly in large numbers to feeding fields
or watering areas. We suspect that mist nets are selective
for immature doves.

Net Specifications and Rigging

In Maryland the net most often used measures 40 feet (12

meters) in length by 7 feet in height (2.4 meters), with four

shelves and mesh measuring 2 1/2 inches (61 mm.) stretch

(1 1/4 inch bar measure). In Utah, U.S. Game Management Agent

James H. Hogue recommended the use of 60-foot-length nets for

experienced netters, believing that the 50 percent greater
length without poles was much more effective in taking doves

than shorter nets. Blankenship tested three mesh sizes at

the Cabeza Prieta Game Refuge in southern Arizona and found
that the ascending order of capture efficiency was 1 1/2-

,

2 1/2- , and 4-inch mesh, all stretch measure. Although the

4- inch size was most effective in capturing doves, it appeared
to entangle them more, making removal more difficult and

time-consuming than with the smaller nets.

Mist nets often are available in a variety of colors,

including dark brown, dark forest green, and sand, in addition
to black and white. Black is perhaps used most commonly, but

other dark colors should be equally as suitable!./.

1/ Mist nets can be obtained from the Northeastern Bird Banding

Association, c/o Mr. C. A. Bergstrom, 37 Old Brook Road, West

Hartford, Conn., or from the Bleitz Wildlife Foundation, 5334

Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.
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Usually, two nets are rigged on three poles, commonly
made of 3/4-inch light weight electrical conduit, measuring

10 feet in length (fig. 25). The poles can be sprayed a

camouflage color, but this is not essential. Rubber bands

cut from old automobile tire innertubes are secured to the end

of shelf lines and slipped successively on the poles. In the

case of the middle pole, which supports two nets, the loops

from alternate nets are successively slipped on the pole.

Lengths of 3/8-inch water pipe, about 4 feet in length, are

driven into the ground by a pipe end protector device and

small (8 lb.) sledge hammer. The pipe for the center pole

should be placed first. After the pipe has been driven into

the ground until firm, the protector is removed and the center

pole slipped over the water pipe. One net is then carefully

unwound so that it does not become entangled. A pipe for an

end pole is driven, care being taken to insure that it is

placed so that considerable tension is exerted on the net and

innertubes. To maintain tension, it is helpful if the top

of the end pipe slants slightly outward. The end pole is

slipped over the pipe and the other net unwound and its end

pole erected as described. If the nets are too slack, the

end pipes should be pulled, moved outward, and reset. Usually,

it is necessary to shift the end poles each day if trapping

continues at the same location. Both rubber bands and nylon

nets lose elasticity if left under constant tension.

Instead of attempting to drive pipes into hard or stony

ground, Utah banders mounted net poles on 2- by 2-foot plywood

platforms which were then weighted with soil or, if available,

rocks. These movable bases allowed easy adjustment of net

tension. Also, it was found that by rigging a second mist

net above the original one, it was possible to catch many

doves that would otherwise have overflown the bottom net.

Fifteen-foot poles must be used if tandem nets are to be

rigged. As might be expected, high nets are much more diffi-

cult to service, although under certain conditions the addi-

tional catch obtainable may easily justify their use.

Once the three poles are erected, the rubber bands are

slid upwards and downwards so that the shelf line are equidis-

tance apart, and the top line is very near the top of the

pole. There should be some slack between the shelf lines so

that a bag effect results. Doves are caught primarily by the

trammel effect of mist nets; they may be bounced upon contact

with a net set too tautly. If possible, the bag should be

distributed equally along the net; nets do not operate with

maximum efficiency if the bag is not so distributed.
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Generally, it is not worthwhile to mend badly torn nets;

since they are relatively cheap, it is more economical to

replace and destroy the damaged ones.

Tests with monofilament mist nets in Maryland have not

been promising to date. Disadvantages encountered include:

(1) nets are highly visible, especially when backlighted; (2)

since monofilament is stiffer than woven nylon thread, it does

not hang well nor form the necessary catching pockets; and (3)

the stiffness of the net makes it difficult to package.

Trapping Sites and Operations

1. Number of Nets

The time factor is more critical in mist netting than

in bait trapping, inasmuch as it takes considerably

longer to extricate doves from nets than traps. Also,

catches sometimes may be made rapidly if conditions

are optimum. Doves should be removed from mist

nets within 1 1/2 hours, if not sooner. Consequently,

careful planning should insure that adequate manpower

will be available.

The number of nets erected should be dependent upon

the expected catch and the manpower available. For

planning purposes, one man should be able to remove

15 doves from nets in half an hour, although there

is wide variance between individuals. Since doves

should not remain in nets more than 1 1/2 hours,

removal should begin an hour after first capture

and the last of the first-caught should be removed

within 30 minutes. Thus, if 45 doves are expected,

three dove extractors should be present. Usually,

catches will not average more than two or three doves

per net, and usually less; therefore, it rarely pays

to set fewer than 20 nets. However , care should be

taken to insure that no more nets are set than can

be serviced .

2. Net Placement

Nets should be arranged in a maze pattern, in which
they are perpendicular or diagonal to each other.

The exact arrangement should be related to flight

lines and when possible, to attractions such as

favored watering pools or feeding areas. Basically,

most of the nets should be perpendicular to flight

lines to and from the attraction points. When
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possible, nets should be erected against a dark back-
ground; nets silhouetted against the sky are less
successful than those having some concealment.

Care should be taken not to set parallel nets too
closely together, since this causes birds to avoid
the intervening area. In a very large field, it is

probably better to distribute the nets widely over
the entire area rather than to concentrate them in

a part of the field. Prolonged netting usually dis-
courages dove use of the area.

Nets should be spread before the periods of major
dove movements, which usually are in the early morning
and late afternoon and evening. When not in use, the
net's rubber elastics should be slid down to 1 to 2

feet above the ground, making sure vegetation does
not become entangled, and the mesh loosely furled
over the shelf lines so that there is little chance
that birds will be accidentally captured. If live-

stock or deer are present, nets should be lowered,
furled, and then raised to a level higher than the

problem animals. Under no circumstances should mist
nets be left unattended , or left open during rain .

In Utah, U.S. Game Management Agents James H. Hogue

,

Allen E. Niemeyer, and Willard E. Ritter banded
nearly 1,500 doves in 1962, using mist nets alone.

Netting was concentrated at small waterholes, with
nets placed so as to surround the water area. Nets
were set 30 to 40 feet back from the water's edge

in order to intercept doves still flying with
momentum. Slow-flying doves about to alight are

much more maneuverable and often avoid nets. These
Utah banders found that early morning netting at

waterholes produced the fewest doves, with the

remainder of the day, and especially evening, being
much better. Net locations were frequently changed
when doves became familiar with their placement.
Usually, the same netting sites could be used inten-
sively only 2 or 3 days before a significant decrease
in dove usage developed. After a few days of non-use,
the site could be netted again with good success.
Doves were entangled in nets during periods of up

to 40 m.p.h. winds; although high winds tended to

billow nets so that their efficiency was somewhat
reduced, success was still high enough to justify
the effort.
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3. Extracting Birds from Nets

This intricate operation requires a great deal of
patience and experience before the bander becomes
proficient. It is first necessary to determine the
side from which the dove entered the net. This
determined, the bander grasps the bird high and

gently pulls, unloosening the binding or entangled
meshes. Usually, birds enter the net feet first, the

head being last. When entangled in two pockets, the

lowermost pocket should be cleared first. With
patience, even the most hopelessly entangled dove

can be removed.

Oral Anesthetics

In recent years much interest has focused on the use of anesthetics
for the immobilization of mammals and birds for research or manage-
ment purposes. After successful development of oral anesthetics for

capture of wild turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo ) and Canada geese (Branta
canadensis ) , Florida biologists in 1966 and 1967 began tests on mourning
doves (Martin, 1967). Initial experimentation with four drugs, seco-

barbital sodium (Seconal), methohexital sodium (Brevane) , methoxymol,
and alpha-chloralose , resulted in the capture of 240 doves, with a

resultant overall mortality of about 18 percent. Methoxymol proved
superior to the other drugs tested, both in effectiveness and safety.

Oral anesthetics have several potential advantages as a capture tech-

nique over present methods; these include: (1) very large numbers of

doves may be taken in a relatively short period of time with little

effort; (2) properly anesthetized birds are not subjected to physical
injury as are trapped doves; and (3) anesthetics can be used in loca-
tions such as livestock feedlots , where traps, mist nets, or projection
nets would not be feasible.

It must be strongly emphasized that although experiments to date
seem promising , much additional testing must be conducted before the

technique can be classed as operational . As with mist nets, the Bird
Banding Laboratory requires that all persons taking birds with oral
anesthetics for banding obtain prior authorization. A number of states
also prohibit the use of oral anesthetics except by special permission.
Until researchers have investigated in detail the ramifications of
oral anesthetics for capturing columbids, the dove bander should con-
fine his activity to routine capture methods described elsewhere.

SEX AND AGE DETERMINATION

Bird Banding Laboratory terminology is used in this section in

order to familiarize the bander with the relatively recent age desig-
nations.
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Sex Determination

After Hatching Year (formerly called "Adult")

Sex of adult mourning doves can be determined by two main
characteristics; color of crown and nape, and color of throat and
breast. An area on the head of adult male doves, which includes
the crown and nape, is blue or blue-gray; the corresponding
area of an adult female dove is brown or grayish brown. Blankenship
states that male doves normally have a distinctive brown bor-
der in front and alongside the blue-gray crown patch. The
breast and throat area of adult males is washed with a pinkish
or rosy hue, while the same area on adult females is tan.

Females may occasionally have a tinge of pink on the breast
but still possess other distinctive female plumage character-
istics. Questionable birds may be sexed with high accuracy
using cloacal examination techniques to expose the oviduct
opening of females and the papillae of males. This technique
is most difficult to apply during midwinter months. Cloacal
examination requires considerable experience and is more time-
consuming than external examination; hence most banders choose
not to use it if other diagnostic characters are evident. In
cloacal examination presence or absence of the bursa is indica-
tive of immatures or adults, respectively, as in waterfowl.
These techniques were described by Wight (1956) for field
inspections of bagged birds, but with careful hands and a nasal

speculum, experienced workers can sex and age live birds
(Miller and Wagner, 1955). This method is not recommended for

the inexperienced , and under even the best conditions requires

considerable time .

Normally, the above sex characteristics are very dis-

tinctive, but occasionally birds are encountered which fall

into an intermediate category. These birds should be recorded
as "sex unknown " in field notes and on Banding Schedules .

Another character which is helpful in determining sex is

the degree of whiteness of the tips of the outer three tail

feathers. White tipping of the three outer rectrices suggests
a male, while white tipping of only one or two outer tail

feathers (the others being gray-tipped) suggests a female.

This method should be used only in conjunction with the head

and breast color technique .

Hatching Year (formerly called "Immature")

Experienced banders can often determine by plumage char-

acteristics the sex of immature doves still in early stages

of molt. Of 209 doves shot in Maryland and Georgia, Migratory

Bird Populations Station biologists made no attempt to determine
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the sex of 83 on the basis of plumage; all 83 immature doves
were molting number 5 or below primary feathers-i'. Of the

126 that were sexed externally by plumage, the sex of 122

was determined correctly, as confirmed later by internal

examination. Of the four birds sexed incorrectly, two were

females in the 10th primary molt category and two were males

in the 5th primary molt category. The results of this and

a similar study in 1965 indicate that immatures in the 6-

through-10 primary molt stage can usually be sexed accurately.

Nearly all immatures molting up through number 3 primary
feathers have plumage too undeveloped to allow sex differentia-

tion; only about half those in the 4th primary molt stage

possess sexually diagnostic plumage characters. When in doubt
,

the bander shou Id record the sex as "unknown .

"

Age Determination

The application of correct age designations to doves, which in

southern areas may nest and be produced every month of the year, requires

knowledge of plumage development and nesting phenology. It is our aim

to age the birds, not the plumage, although plumage development is a

key, when used in conjunction with other information, to correct aging.

For example, northern doves normally obtain their full adult plumage

in about 4 1/2 to 5 months. Theoretically, all doves in adult plumage

4 1/2 months after hatching commences must be called "age unknown" in

that they could either be true adults hatched in past years or merely

birds of the year that have replaced juvenile plumage with adult

plumage.

A recently described technique allows the aging of many immatures

whose primary molt has proceeded beyond the 7th primary but which still

retain the 9th and 10th primaries (Wight, Blankenship, and Tomlinson,

1967). In immature doves the remaining outer primaries have buffy
fringes on the feather tips; in adults no distinctive fringes are

present. This technique is not as reliable for doves from the south-

western United States since added feather wear, apparently from harsh

vegetation and soil conditions, may result in the removal of the

diagnostic fringes.

Preseason Period

During the summer banding period, four distinct situations
regarding age determination exist. These are described as

follows

:

1/ For clarity, arabic numerals are used in the text to identify

primary feathers.
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1. Obvious Hatching Year (Immatures)

These birds have one or more light (whitish or buffy)
tipped primary coverts (fig. 26). These will not
yet have dropped their 8th primary; consequently,
will have retained at least one characteristic white-
or buffy-edged primary covert.

2. Obvious After Hatching Year (Adults)

These birds will not yet have replaced their 9th primary;
therefore, lack of white-edge coverts will indicate the

bird must be an adult (fig. 26).

3. Birds that have replaced all their primary coverts
but still retain the 9th and/or 10th primaries.

(a) If the remaining primary has a smooth edge and
a light edging indicating that the feather is

not more than several months old, the bird is

an immature (Hatching Year).

(b) If the remaining 9th and/or 10th primary is

badly frayed and worn, indicating that it must
be nearly a year old, the bird can usually be

called an adult (After Hatching Year). Recog-
nition should be given local situations, as

in parts of the Southwest, where habitat con-
ditions cause unusually rapid abrasion of the

diagnostic primaries. Here, an immature (Hatch-
ing Year) could be mistakenly classed as an adult.

(c) If the remaining primary is intermediate between
the above (not clearly one or the other) , the

bird must be aged as unknown .

4. If the bird has completely replaced all primaries,
as in late summer or fall, it usually!' cannot

be aged and must be recorded as "age unknown."

Only a very small percentage of the doves handled
in the summer will be in categories 3(c) and 4.

1_/ Occasionally a dove that has replaced all of its primaries and pri-

mary coverts will retain a few buff-tipped feathers along the leading

edge of the outer wing near the alula. When observed, this character

can be used to indicate that an "adult" is a known second-year bird

(Second Year), or that an unageable bird is actually an immature

(Hatching Year) depending upon the time of year the observation is made .
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HATCHING YEAR (Immature)

Primary Coverts

NOTE: Coverts overlying
unmolted primaries
are white- or
buffy-tipped.

Primaries:

VT V

I-IV have "been molted and replaced. V has been molted and new

one is l/2 grown. VI-X are as yet unmolted; the tips of these

feathers are smoother, lighter colored, and less worn than

corresponding adult feathers

.

AFTER HATCHING YEAR (Adult)

Primary Coverts

NOTE: Coverts uniform
color (not

white -t

Primaries:

X

H m
I-VI have been molted and replaced. VII has been molted and
new feather is l/2 grown. VIII-X are unmolted and have ragged,

worn tips. White border has been worn away.

Figure 26. Wing plumages of immature and adult mourning doves.
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Postseason Period

After January 1, the few birds retaining obvious juvenile
plumage characteristics indicating that they hatched during
the preceding year should be designated "Second Year" birds.
All others should be called "After Hatching Year" birds.

Importance of Accurate Age and Sex Designations

Great care should be given to sex and age determination , since this
is the sole means by which banding can be used to measure differential
sex and age mortality , or provide data required for the construction of
mortality / survival tables . Mistakes made in age and sex designations
are particularly bad since they can never "cancel one another out."

For example, it is essential to know the extent to which immature
mourning doves are more likely to be shot than adults. This informa-
tion can only be obtained by comparing band recovery rates from
immatures with those from adults. In all instances where immatures
are mistakenly called adults or adults incorrectly classified as

immatures, it causes this difference in recovery rates to be less than
it actually is; thereby minimizing the estimate of the extent to which
immatures are more likely to be taken than adults.

With the inauguration of a mourning dove wing-collection survey to

determine the age composition of the kill, it is necessary to know the

extent to which immatures are more likely to be taken than adults in

order to translate the age composition in the kill to the age composi-
tion in the preseason population, and thus yield a production rate

value that can be compared with mortality rate information. Data on
sex differences in survival are essential in order to determine the

extent to which the sex composition of the adult population is distorted
in favor of males. This has an important bearing on potential biases
that could be present in the breeding population call-count survey.

The importance of making accurate age and sex determinations cannot
be emphasized too strongly. If there is any question about the age and
sex of the dove being handled, it should either be recorded as unknown
or the dove released unhanded. Any bander handling a large number of

birds will encounter adults that cannot be sexed with certainty, plus
unageable birds.

BANDING

Band Size

Generally, mourning doves are marked with 3A bands; however, since

the western race, Zenaidura macroura marginella , is slightly smaller,
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the Bird Banding Laboratory authorizes use of the slightly smaller 3B
band. These bands should not be placed on the eastern subspecies of
doves.

Banding Schedule Designations-:/

Actually, the banding program would benefit if banders would think
in terras of the new age designations while banding doves, rather than
viewing these as designations to be used merely on Banding Schedules.
The new age designations realistically describe the situation that
exists. Therefore, it would be best if banders would enter these new
designations in their field notes. In the "age" column of Banding
Schedules (Form 3-860) , age (Alpha Code form) should be indicated as
follows

:

Alpha
Designation

Alpha
Code Definition

Unknown U A bird which cannot be placed accurately
in any of the following categories. Ex-
cept for birds for which the data were
not recorded or have been lost, ONLY
BIRDS BANDED AFTER THE BREEDING SEASON
AND BEFORE JANUARY 1 CAN BE CORRECTLY
CODED "U."

Local

Hatching Year HY

A young bird banded before it was
capable of sustained flight. Example:
A nestling.

A bird old enough to be capable of sus-
tained flight and known to have hatched
during the same calendar year in which it

was banded. Example: A mourning dove
with whitish- or buffy-tipped primary
coverts trapped during the preseason
period.

After Hatching
Year

AHY A bird known to have hatched before
the calendar year of banding; year of

hatch otherwise unknown . Example

:

Banded 1967 -- Hatched sometime before
January 1, 1967. (Birds which would
have been coded "U" on December 31

1_/ From Transmittal of Revised "Age" Codes - to be used for birds
banded after June 30, 1967. Memo to All Banders No. 7, dated
June 9, 1967 from the Bird Banding Laboratory.
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Alpha Alpha
Designation Code Definition

"graduate" to class "AHY" on January 1.)

For instance, a mourning dove replac-

ing the fifth primary in August but

lacking any whitish- or buffy-tipped
coverts (formerly referred to as

"adult").

Second Year SY A bird known to have hatched last year
(it is now in its second calendar year

of life). Example: A mourning dove

in early January that still retains

a few whitish- or buffy-tipped coverts

(formerly referred to as "subadult").
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